The second scissors all the time lie is moving the comb, and prcparitlg a Enemy new grip on an uncut lock of hair. Just the maintenance of a vital rhythm. I'd like, immensely,, to see W. Lewis tackling such a thing as D. H. L.'s Plumed Serpent, an immense and significant book. A fundamental criticism of that would be wonderful reading. Only he would have to forget his lime-spirit obsession. There will not be a new time-spirit till ihc implications of Einstein have entered the new generation with its mother's milk—say about 1960 or so. We arc Newtonians yet.
Yet Lewis is a first-rate brain, and a very good artist, surely? His drawings impress me with their power. They arc really fine, I fancy. Isn't it odd to like all that a man does, and to dislike, almost vehemently, all that he likes? Or is thai a natural consequence of living in his generation? Your work will be exactly dateable to your epoch, in the eyes of the future: as will the work of all your contemporaries, The most academic of them, and the most fiercely revolutionary, will all be 1880-1930,,. isn't that odd? What arc these 50 years of a man's production, if his own time takes such possession of him? I think, mainly, that it means that any search of endeavour after difference (as an end in itself) is wasted effort.
Miss Gertrude Bell's letters came to me: they arc very good—but so on the surface as to be impalpably unsatisfying. Only twice did I feel that she had got actually clown to anything. She was born too gifted, perhaps.
The death of Hogarth hit me very hard. Oxford.was to me a beautiful place, and a home, because he lived there, for me to see for a few minutes whenever I passed, I did not want to delay there: but I did like to see and hear him just for a moment. And he takes most of his richness into the grave with him, because he did not express many sides of himself on paper. A great loss: the greatest, perhaps, or probably, that I'll ever have to suffer. Yours,
T. E. S.
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